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Greeting of the struggle,

It's my pleasure to salute you on behalf of the members of the Falestinian Popular Struggle Front {PF$F)
political office and central committee, as well as all cadres of the PPSF. I also convey to you the greetings
of the camrades of our youth organization * the Youth Union of the Struggle- as you hold YCLUSA second
conEress.
As you light the flame of struggle for socialism, democracy and justice, through renewal and constant giving
embodied in YCLUSA, whose founding has been a glirnrner of hope in the US society that suffers
domination of imperialisrn and capitalism, whi[e our Arab peoples, and on top of which our Palestinian
people suffer from the hostile attitudes by the successive administrations.

The Palestinian peopie is struggling for the right to freedom, self-detennination, ending the bnrtal Israeli
occupation, and the establishment of an independent Palestinian state with Jerusalem as its capital. The
official stances of your country, as manifested in the biased decisions in favor of lsrael as an occupation
power, which denies the Falestinian rights; have negative rsle that rnake it lose the status of the sponsor of
the peace process. Over the past years USA has been a partner in the policies and practices of the
occupation, challenging the values, prineiples, and democratic and humanitarian ideals of the American
friendly people, who has been mislead through the directed media controlled by the Zionist lobby in the
United States.

We irust the authenticity of your affiliation to the progressive sociatist thought and the cornmunist identity
you embrace, with allthe seeds of goodness, giving, peace, solidarity and friendship among the peoples of
the world. We hope that your congres$ will have a supportive position of the just and legitimate rights of the
Palestinian people, denounce the occupation of our tenitories, and r-lrge the US administration to stop the
policy of double standards and stop its hostitity towards the peoples of the world by creating more crises
and threatening peace and stability in the world, rather than giving hope of a better future.

We wish your second congress all the success, and to mark a new distinguished phase in the struggle of
CPUSA and YCLUSA. We are keen to improve mutual relations between PPSF and CPUSA based on solid
friendship, nrutual respect and appreciation for the benefit af both sides.

Long live friendship.. Long live socialism
May your struggle be evertrasting

Your comrade
Dr. Ahmad Majdalani
PPSF
General Secretary
Ramallah * Palestine
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